Hair Restorer Skit
Several (2 or 3) persons (the rabbits) hop around the stage for a
few seconds so the audience clearly know that they are rabbits.
A driver of a car with passengers who are very involved in an
animated conversation come driving from off of the stage to the
side of the bleachers and is holding onto a steering wheel making
animated driving motions.
Someone off to the side is making car sounds (vroom, vroom,
screech etc.). The driver smashes into a rabbit and then veers into
the other rabbits.
The rabbits go through some appropriate jerking motions - some
of which are quite delayed, and then the rabbits lie very still.
Another driver with a passenger drives from where the first car
started, pulls up near the first driver and asks her/him, “What
happened?”
The first driver and passengers explain what happened in dramatic
fashion . . . (Example, “I was carefully driving along watching
the road very closely” “We weren’t even visiting . . . much . . .”
“This rabbit appeared out of no where and hopped in front of
the car.” “Well we tried to swerve, and then these other rabbits
hopped in front of us, and . . . “
The the person driving the 2nd car and/or the passenger tells the
two drivers not to be sad and says, "I’m a salesperson with a
stupendous new product that will really work well in this
situation!"

Hair Restorer Skit
The salesperson produces the spray can (have something that
resembles a spray can) and pretends to spray it on each the dead
rabbits.

After a couple seconds and some jerks from the
rabbits, they each get up and take one hop the
stop and wave (parade wave style) very
dramatically to the audience then take a hop, and
stop and wave etc.
The the rabbits hop away behind the stage still waving.
The drivers and passengers are stunned! They can’t believe what
they just saw!
They ask the salesperson how it can be that s/he was able to bring
the rabbits back to life.
(This is the punch-line!!! Have it delivered by a very clear speaking,
loud voiced salesperson who talks very slowly and turns toward
the audience.) Then the salesperson says,
“Well,

it says right here on this can of hair
spray that it can restore dead hare and give it a
permanent wave."

